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Given that the number of protein functions on earth is finite, the

rapid expansion of biological knowledge and the concomitant

exponential increase in the number of protein sequences

should, at some point, enable the estimation of the limits of

protein function space. The functional coverage of protein

sequences can be investigated using computational

methods, especially given the massive amount of data being

generated by large-scale environmental sequencing

(metagenomics). In completely sequenced genomes, the

fraction of proteins to which at least some functional features

can be assigned has recently risen to as much as �85%.

Although this fraction is more uncertain in metagenomics

surveys, because of environmental complexities and

differences in analysis protocols, our global knowledge of

protein functions still appears to be considerable. However,

when we consider protein families, continued sequencing

seems to yield an ever-increasing number of novel families.

Until we reconcile these two views, the limits of protein space

will remain obscured.
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Introduction
Biological function is an abstract term that can be applied

to different scales — from biomolecules via cells to

species and large ecosystems [1]. Although biologists

are comfortable talking about the concept of function,

we often struggle when it comes to quantifying it. This is

partly due to our limited understanding of the underlying

biological processes, which prevents us from creating a

semantic framework to describe our findings. In addition,

a full description of biological function has to take into

account both its temporal and its spatial aspects; this has

been historically hampered by the lack of adequate data

[1]. Today, the most important agents of biological func-
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tion — proteins — are being catalogued on a variety of

scales, from macromolecular complexes at the subcellular

level (e.g. [2]) to complete organisms (e.g. [3,4]) and,

more recently, even entire ecosystems [5]. Therefore, we

can begin to investigate how complete our understanding

of protein-based biological function is.

It is generally accepted that the molecular functions or

cellular roles of proteins can be described as ‘known’ if

they can be assigned some putative function based on

established classification schemes [6,7]. However, the

actual fraction of possible assignments has been contro-

versial since the first large genomic sequences became

available. Early examples of such discrepancies include

the analyses of the first chromosome, yeast chromosome 3

([8] versus [9]), and the first completely sequenced bac-

terial genome, Haemophilus influenzae ([10] versus [11]).

The fraction of possible assignments depends signifi-

cantly on the operational definition of function, on the

sources of information used to infer function, on

the methods of annotation or inference used, and on

the choice of parameters. Indeed, differences in the

choice of parameters alone are likely to have caused

the 30% difference in domain-level functional assign-

ments for the human genome provided by the two

sequencing consortia ([12] versus [13]) in 2001.

Despite these caveats, computational analysis of

sequence data is probably still the most effective way

to explore the dimensions of protein function space, since

higher-order function is much less understood and quan-

tifiable. As a result of various improvements in the speed,

scalability and price of sequencing technology [14,15], the

volume of sequence data has increased exponentially in

the past 10–20 years [16] and will continue to do so.

Although a variety of other large-scale data augment our

knowledge of protein function [3,4,17,18��,19–22], their

coverage remains considerably lower. For example, only

25–31% of human gene products are covered by deter-

mined or predicted protein structures [23], and it is

estimated that only 10% of the human interactome has

been documented (compared to 50% in yeast) [24�]. The

vast amount of available sequence information is com-

plemented by the increased sensitivity of function pre-

diction methods. Beyond classical homology-based

methods [16,25,26], reliable functional information can

be assigned using gene context-based approaches [27–29]

and by integrating data from various sources [30–37,38�].
Even though these computational function prediction

techniques currently do not provide spatial and temporal
www.sciencedirect.com
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aspects (although proof-of-principle papers have been

published [39–43]; see also [44], and Beltrao et al., and

Devos and Russell in this issue for reviews) and are purely

descriptive, they do provide a first level of functional

understanding. Therefore, we define a protein annotated

this way as functionally characterizable.

Given this operational definition of function, here we will

try to assess the completeness of protein function space

using computational analysis of sequence data, scaling up

from the model organism Escherichia coli via full genome

sequences and complete environmental data sets.

Function prediction in the model organism
E. coli: do we know all of it already?
In 2003, the fraction of proteins in the E. coli proteome

with functional assignments had steadily increased (using

both homology- and context-based approaches) to about

70% [45]. The same analysis repeated today reveals that

more than 80% of E. coli proteins have orthologs with

known functions (e.g. functionally classified clusters of

orthologous groups [COGs] [46] or functionally annotated
Figure 1

Assessment of novelty in fully sequenced genomes by computational

methods. Our knowledge of function space is unevenly spread across

the tree of life. The 338 prokaryotic genomes in the STRING database

(version 7) were classified according to the proportion of proteins for

which some inference of function is possible using three different

criteria. Using simple homology, we considered functional inference

possible for a protein if it can be mapped to a KEGG pathway, a

characterized COG or a UniRef90 cluster. We then added neighborhood

evidence with a score greater than 0.7 from the STRING database to

infer function for those proteins in the same neighborhood as those

characterized by homology. Similarly, we added all combined evidence

from STRING to infer function for the remaining proteins.
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in the KEGG [47] or Uniref [48] databases; Figure 1).

Moreover, when gene neighborhood, the most powerful

gene context method for prokaryotes [45], is also taken

into account, functions can be reliably predicted for as

many as 85% of E. coli proteins (using a stringent confi-

dence score of 0.7 in the STRING framework for pre-

dicting interactions [38�]; Figure 1). Predictions that

integrate all of the above with knowledge from literature

mining, large-scale interaction data and curated inter-

action databases [38�] increase the fraction of functionally

characterizable proteins to 96%, suggesting that we cur-

rently seem to have at least some clue to the functions of

almost all E. coli proteins. Although the annotations might

contain some erroneous predictions, it seems that there is

not much more to be discovered at this low-level resol-

ution of functional description (as is currently standard in

genome annotation).

Function prediction in completely sequenced
genomes: whereas the vast majority of
proteins can be characterized, novel unknown
families continue to be discovered
As E. coli is one of the best-studied model organisms, a

more unbiased estimate of our functional knowledge can

be obtained by performing similar predictions on all

completely sequenced genomes to date (we used 373

genomes as included in the STRING 7 release; Figure 1).

As expected, the fraction of functional predictions aver-

aged for all genomes is lower than for E. coli. However,

73% of the gene products in the average genome are

functionally characterizable by homology alone and inte-

grating other prediction methods increases this fraction to

an average of 85% (Figure 1). Archaebacteria are on the

low end of this scale as they are generally less character-

ized, but some smaller bacteria outperform even E. coli
(Figure 1). Regardless of outliers in both directions, we

roughly know at least some aspect of the function of an

overwhelming majority of proteins in sequenced gen-

omes. This view is seemingly in sharp contrast to the

rate of discovery of novel families and associated protein

folds that accompanies newly sequenced complete gen-

omes. For example, Marsden et al. [49�] recently repeated

a protein family cluster analysis originally performed by

Kunin et al. [50] and showed that the number of novel

gene families keeps growing linearly over time. Despite

the large fraction of gene products in each newly

sequenced genome for which functions can be assigned,

the number of small novel families appears endless,

suggesting that we are nowhere near the limits of protein

function space.

Towards all proteins on earth: using
environmental sequence data
It could be argued that the current set of completely

sequenced genomes is still biased — in eukaryotes,

towards (usually) fast-evolving model organisms and, in

prokaryotes, towards medically relevant strains (often
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2007, 17:362–369
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with small genomes). Furthermore, prokaryotic species

usually need to be grown in culture before sequencing,

which is only possible for 1% of all species [51,52]. This

has led to the current situation, in which fully sequenced

microbial genomes represent only a miniscule fraction of

all extant microbial species. There has been recent

hope, however, that such biases might disappear in

the near future as a result of direct large-scale environ-

mental sequencing. The massive random shotgun

sequencing of entire ecosystems, pioneered by Venter

et al. [53] and Tyson et al. [54], has provided the first

large-scale glimpse of the protein space of uncultured

organisms and entire communities of species. Since

then, several additional large-scale environmental

sequencing (metagenomics) studies have been pub-

lished [55–59,60��,61,62,63�]. These studies not only

reveal astonishing insights into species diversity in

different environments, but also are impressive just

for their sheer magnitude (Figure 2) and the associated

potential functional information. For instance, when the

Sargasso Sea data set was released in 2004, it almost

doubled the size of public protein databases [64].

Indeed, the published studies in three years of meta-

genomics sequencing to date have yielded a total of

about four times the number of open reading frames

(ORFs) produced by all genome sequencing projects

(including the human genome) in their twelve years of

existence (Figure 2). Moreover, given that there are

currently at least 50 metagenomics projects with

increasing sequence output in the pipeline [65�] and

that sequencing costs continue to decrease rapidly, the
Figure 2

Number of ORFs generated by genome sequencing projects (red: bacteria,

dark green: viral). Data were taken from the GOLD database [65�].
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associated data accumulation still appears to be in an

early phase of steep exponential growth.

Estimating novelty in environments: how to
compare apples and oranges?
To estimate the impact of metagenomics sequencing on

our views of protein function space, we will first try to

quantify the amount of associated novelty. In absolute

terms, this number is overwhelming. Based on the num-

bers extracted from the original reports (defining novelty

as an unassignable function; Table 1), these projects have

yielded almost a million ‘novel’ proteins so far. In relative

terms, however, the fraction of reported novelty varies

greatly among samples, ranging from 50% in the meta-

genome of communities living on deep-sea whale car-

casses (‘whale falls’) to 75% in the mouse gut (note that

most of the latter is probably due to a high fraction of data

from pyrosequencing, resulting in numerous short reads

of �75 bp, compared to �700–800 bp reads coming from

classical Sanger sequencing [61]). In general, short unan-

notated shotgun data negatively impact homology-based

function prediction as they might decrease the signifi-

cance of pairwise similarities because of added noise [66].

This resembles the situation in the 1990s, when growing

databases and the accompanying lower sensitivity of

homology-based function prediction methods were com-

pensated by better methods and more experimentally

characterized proteins [25].

The degree of functional annotation and its variation

among samples can be attributed to several factors, such
orange: eukaryotic) and metagenomics projects (light green: microbial,

www.sciencedirect.com
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Table 1

Methods used in selected large-scale metagenomics studies.

Publication

year

Environment

(location)

Number of

ORFs (Mbp)

Number of novel

ORFs (% of

metagenome)

ORF-calling procedure

(database searched)

Functional annotation

procedure (database

searched)

References

2004 Acid mine

(California)

46 862 (76) 34 301 (73.2%) FGENESB pipeline (nr) blastp (COG, nr) [54]

2004 Surface sea water

(Sargasso Sea,

samples 1–4)

1 001 987 (779) 649 608 (64.8%) Evidence based, using

translation start and stop

sites (bacterial portion of

nraa)

blast (TIGR Role Category) [53]

2005 Deep-sea whale-fall

(Pacific, Antarctic)

122 147 (75) 63 021 (51.6%) FGENESB pipeline (nraa) blastp (extCOG version 6,

KEGG)

[60��]

2005 Farm soil

(Minnesota)

183 536 (100) 114 301 (62.3%) FGENESB pipeline (nraa) blastp (extCOG version 6,

KEGG)

[60��]

2006 Subtropical

ocean gyre

(North Pacific)

NAa (64) – ORF calling not

performed

blastx, blastp, blastn (KEGG,

SEED, COG, Sargasso data

set)

[55]

2003 Four oceanic viral

metagenomes

NAa (181) – ORF calling not

performed

blastx, tblastx, tblastn (SEED,

Environments)

[77]

2006 Human gut 50 164 (78) 34 504 (68.8%) Evidence based, using

translation start and

stop sites

(AllGroup.niaa, in-

house non-redundant

protein repositoryb)

blast (COG, KEGG, STRING) [57]

2006 Wastewater sludge

(US, Australia)

65 328 (176) 47 032 (72.0%) FGENESB pipeline

(nraa)

IMG/M pipeline (KEGG) [56]

2006 Mouse gut 134 189 (160) 100 599 (75.0%) Glimmer software tool

version 3.01 (InterPro)

blastx (nr, extCOG version

6.3, KEGG)

[61]

2007 Global Ocean

Sampling (Northwest

Atlantic through

Eastern Tropical

Pacific, including

Sargasso Sea)

6 123 395 (6250) 95 455 (�1.5%)c Using translation start

and stop sites, dense

subgraph clustering,

filtering of shadow

ORFs and non-

coding sequences

blastp (nr, SWISS-PROT,

PDF, PIR, PRF, TIGR Gene

Indices, Ensembl, psi-blast of

profile HMMs (TIGRFAM)

[62,63�]

a ORF calling not performed.
b Sourced from GenBank, Uniprot, Protein Research Foundation, Protein Data Bank and Omnium.
c S Yooseph, personal communication. The values for the GOS survey should be considered as lower bounds and are difficult to compare with other

samples, as only a subfraction of the data was considered (only non-redundant proteins belonging to GOS-only gene families>20 members [‘type-II

clusters’]).
as distinct phylogenetic [67] and functional [60��] com-

plexity between environments, as well as different

sampling protocols. Nevertheless, differences in annota-

tion processes alone make direct comparisons between

studies difficult. For example, the eight large-scale meta-

genomics studies published since 2004 (Table 1) use four

assembly methods, six distinct methods of ORF calling,

two distinct methods of function prediction, and almost

twenty different sequence and function databases

(Table 1), not to mention a plethora of different cutoffs

and parameters (data not shown).

When a simple but uniform measure based on gene

family clustering is used to roughly estimate the novelty

yield per sample (i.e. the number of previously unseen

gene families per ORF sequenced; Figure 3), clear differ-

ences can still be observed. Although these could be

linked to technical issues, such as sequencing depth

(leading to more assembly and larger contigs, which,

in turn, improve ORF calling), they could also be due
www.sciencedirect.com
to biological factors, such as ecological complexity

(e.g. most novelty is in functionally complex habitats,

such as soil [68]) or average genome size per sample

(larger genomes harbor a smaller relative fraction of

universal and housekeeping genes, and thus a greater

chance of novelty [69,70]; Figure 3). Indeed, there seems

to be a weakly significant positive correlation between

the effective genome size (EGS) and the potential for

novelty (Spearmans rho = 1, p = 0.08; Figure 3). These

results suggest the possibility of maximizing the amount

of novelty yielded by selecting specific environments for

sequencing.

Unannotated ORFs: technical limits or
limited knowledge?
Although an estimate of the unknown biology on earth is

intellectually appealing, the sequences of novel ORFs

alone tell us little of their function and role in the

environment. Directed community approaches for sys-

tematic large-scale experimental protein characterization
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2007, 17:362–369
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Figure 4

Analysis of gene family and singleton enrichment when sampling random

proteins (with replacement) from four metagenomics data sets and the

proteomes of fully sequenced genomes. Green, previously seen gene

families (see Figure 3 for details); black, singletons (uncharacterizable

ORFs).

Figure 3

Analysis of novelty in metagenomics samples based on family clustering

of the predicted proteins of four samples (Sargasso Sea [SEA], whale-fall

[WF], acid mine drainage [AMD], Minnesota soil [SOIL]) and the

predicted proteins of complete genomes in the STRING database

(version 6.3; clustering performed with MCL [76] at I = 1.1, BLAST bit

score > 60). The insert shows the number of previously unseen gene

families (i.e. those without a member within the STRING database) per

unique ORF sequenced — an estimate of the number of novel proteins

discovered when compared to known genomes. The main figure shows

the correlation between this measure and the EGS of each sample. This

relationship fits a power law (y = 1.51 + 128.70x3.63, R2 = 0.85).
must follow, as has already been proposed and initiated

for genome annotation and structural proteomics [71–73].

Without them, functional annotation of novel proteins or

families by prediction alone is difficult. Indeed, given this

wealth of novel proteins, detailed analysis of metage-

nomics sequencing has thus far yielded few discoveries of

truly novel functions. Two exceptions come from studies

in which metagenomics sequencing enabled the recon-

struction of a complete genome. A study of an anaerobic

ammonium oxidation (anammox) community dominated

by K. stuttgartiensis proposed novel candidate genes for

hydrazine metabolism and ladderane biosynthesis by

combining operon analysis with the reconstruction of

metabolic pathways from the genome sequence [59].

Likewise, Garcia Martin et al. [56], in their analysis of

the reconstructed A. phosphatis genome from two waste-

water sludge communities, discovered a novel quinol-

NAD(P) reductase fusion protein that enabled a fully

anaerobic Krebs cycle. In a larger-scale analysis, about 90

novel families from the Global Ocean Survey (GOS)

study were attributed a Gene Ontology-based classifi-

cation through neighborhood and sequence analysis [63�].
Current Opinion in Structural Biology 2007, 17:362–369
In any case, given the total number of reported novel

proteins from currently available metagenomics data

(see above), this discovery of 93 novel functions seems

disappointingly low.

Function prediction in environmental samples:
lots of novelty, but really endless?
Despite the, in absolute terms, vast amount of novelty in

complex metagenomes and the little we can currently do

to characterize it, functions seem to be reliably predict-

able for the majority of proteins. This is possible despite

the fragmentary nature of the underlying sequences and

the fact that we are using information from biased gen-

ome sequences to annotate sequences from an (almost)

unbiased sample of natural habitats. Our analyses of the

first four samples that had been sequenced [53,54,60��]
suggest that, using a combination of homology- and

neighborhood-based approaches, functions can be

assigned to at least two-thirds of the predicted proteins

(Figure 3; ED Harrington et al., unpublished).

To investigate the dependence of function prediction on

sequencing depth and to assess the possibility of satur-

ation in functional assignment (given that most wide-

spread protein families are characterized already), we

simulated a meta-environment consisting of all

sequenced genomes and all four habitats (Figure 4).

On the one hand, it appears that protein families contain-

ing members previously seen in genome projects are

identifiable with relatively little data. On the other hand,
www.sciencedirect.com
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uncharacterized ‘singletons’ are rarely saturating, that is,

each genome or environment contains a lot of unchar-

acterizable ORFs (or ORF fragments). That novel

families grow linearly if more ocean samples are added

was also a major conclusion of a recent metagenomics

ocean survey [63�], when applying a similar method to

that described in [49�,50]. However, this observed

‘novelty’, based on the absence of homology to anything

we know, could also be inflated by gene fragments that

are too short to be recognized or by spurious gene pre-

dictions (although stringent criteria were applied in this

study [63�]).

Conclusions
As with completely sequenced genomes, there seem to be

two possible views on functional completeness: first, that

we can reliably predict functions for the majority of

proteins; or second, that there is a seemingly endless

repertoire of specialized families and we cannot predict

whether we are approaching the limits of protein function

space. Particularly in the field of metagenomics, it is still

early to draw conclusions about the dimensions of protein

function space on earth, even within the simplistic frame-

work of function used here, until the different analysis

pipelines are reconciled, platforms are developed and

analysis methodology is improved. So far, bioinformatics

research on metagenomics data is still in its infancy, trying

to adapt to the overwhelming amount of data [64].

Indeed, the first web-accessible function analysis tools

for the non-bioinformatics community have appeared

only very recently [74,75] and usually consist of precom-

puted homology-based predictions. With commonly

accepted frameworks and comparative analysis tools,

one might be able to revisit the exciting question of

where we stand regards our functional knowledge of

proteins and arrive at the first realistic estimates of the

protein function repertoire on earth.
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